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I know who I am Kelvin seemed desperate to win his father’s approval. However, Mr Eze not only seemed unwilling to bestow
it, but hell bent in making life unbearable for his acclaimed son. Kelvin thought it would be best to find his true family rather
than endure the torture of being the unwanted child. He realised that his quest for recognition was unlikely to succeed, so he
set his eyes on freedom. In the meantime, Kelvin expected that a good academic performance would change his luck and put
him right with Mr Eze or at least boost his confidence in his abilities. With all his attention on his studies, competing for the
best grades against the leading brains in his class, especially Christian, an indomitable rival, he would not let school romance
get in the way fo his goal. But slowly and steadily, Chioma, gained his trust and won him over. He would have to make a
decision between holding on to his moral principle or satisfying his human desire for friendship. New Home, New Identity
Marginalised and decimated, the Biafran people were forced to go to war and secede from Nigeria. But decades after losing
the war and embracing the Nigerian identity, they are still not treated as equal citizens in their home country. As a new wave
of terrorism sweeps the northern parts of the country, the Biafran people, predominantly Igbo are again decimated as they
have been for decades in every crises and this led to renewed discussions about their independence. For Biafra, the fight for
equality was over and their Sovereignty was not negotiable. For Kelvin, it wasn’t very different, and so his quest for truth and
independence must begin. His compulsory holiday in Igbo land would expose him to the truth that might have indirectly
caused him to abandon his academic pursuit. Perhaps, it was just an excuse to free himself from the clutch of Mr Eze and
begin his quest for the truth about his identity.
This is an African retelling of Euripides: an unnervingly topical story of a people and a beloved city destroyed by the
brutality of war. The play was first performed in Lagos in 2003 under the distinguished director Chuck Mike, and
subsequently toured the UK.
Sounds of Sirens: Essays in African Politics & Culture critically examines the political and cultural landscape of the
putatively primal continent since the advent of the post-colonial era. It is a scholarly but non-academic critique, thus
rendering its contents readily accessible to the general reader. In the final analysis, Okoampa-Ahoofe concludes that there is
an urgent need for altruistic and constructive leadership on the continent, in order to promptly lift Africa out of the raging
morass of abject materialism and crass corruption in official circles.
Sounds of Sirens
No Longer at Ease
Women of Owu
Daily Graphic
Newswatch
Harvest of Corruption
Develop your grade 7 students sentence editing, punctuation, grammar, vocabulary, word study, and
reference skills using 180 focused 10- to 15-minute daily activities.
Obi Okonkwo is an idealistic young man who, thanks to the privileges of an education in Britain, has
now returned to Nigeria for a job in the civil service. However in his new role he finds that the way of
government seems to be backhanders and corruption. Obi manages to resist the bribes that are
offered to him, but when he falls in love with an unsuitable girl - to the disapproval of his parents - he
sinks further into emotional and financial turmoil. The lure of easy money becomes harder to refuse,
and Obi becomes caught in a trap he cannot escape. Showing a man lost in cultural limbo, and a
Nigeria entering a new age of disillusionment, No Longer at Ease concludes Achebe's remarkable
trilogy charting three generations of an African community under the impact of colonialism, the first
two volumes of which are Things Fall Apart and Arrow of God.
"Adah, a woman from the Ibo tribe, moves to England to live with her Nigerian student husband. She
soon discovers that life for a young Nigerian woman living in London in the 1960s is grim. Rejected by
British society and thwarted by her husband, who expects her to be subservient to him, she is forced
to face up to life as a second-class citizen."--Back cover.
The Gospel and Tradition
West Africa
Junior Graphic
Introduction to African Economics
Issue 527 February 9-15 2011
Fences

?Have you paused for a second to consider the power behind the great innovations we see
around us these days: the internet, computers, aeroplanes, cell phone technology, drone
photography, multimedia stuff, LED ads, etc.? What do all these inventions have in
common? Well, these are all products of the human mind. The creator of the universe
endowed humans with an exceptional gift which, when well-harnessed, enables us to think
and solve problems. How well we use this gift of the mind is the subject matter of this
book written by Mawuli Dzitse. In relatively few pages, the author establishes the
important role the mind plays in our lives. Any manipulation of the mind has a telling
effect on who we are and what we become. The mind is like an independent variable; the
state of the dependent variable revolves around it. So what happens when the mind is in a
doubtful state? A doubtful mind does not necessarily have to result in negative
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developments. In fact, doubt generates creativity. When used in moderation, doubt can be
a welcoming asset in the society. It is a mover for social change. Nevertheless, doubt
can be pathological if it is not managed properly. It is the prevention of negative
aspects of doubt that the author focuses in this book. The underlying tone of the book
posits that every human being has the capacity to use their mind to produce outcomes that
can improve the quality of life than the one they came to meet. Mawuli provides answers
to questions aimed at enhancing individual outlook on life as well as strategies for
making the mind clean, healthy and functional. In other words, how individuals should
nurse and nurture their mind food, which he identifies as information and messages. He
advises readers to avoid activities that can kill dreams. The book is spiced with
biblical quotations to lubricate the mind and provide spiritual wisdom to the reader. In
addition, the author provides practical exercises in “Self Post-Reading Discernment”
sections that allow the reader to have hands on training and the feel of what is being
advocated.
Okonkwo is the greatest warrior alive, famous throughout West Africa. But when he
accidentally kills a clansman, things begin to fall apart. Then Okonkwo returns from
exile to find missionaries and colonial governors have arrived in the village. With his
world thrown radically off-balance he can only hurtle towards tragedy. Chinua Achebe's
stark novel reshaped both African and world literature. This arresting parable of a proud
but powerless man witnessing the ruin of his people begins Achebe's landmark trilogy of
works chronicling the fate of one African community, continued in Arrow of God and No
Longer at Ease.
New York Times bestselling author Lauren Dane welcomes you back to Diablo Lake,
Tennessee: a town founded by witches, governed by werewolves and brimming full of secrets
It’s autumn in Diablo Lake and the town is buzzing with preparations for Halloween,
Samhain, Collins Hill Days, and the wedding of the newly elected mayor and her wolf
shifter fiancé. Ruby Thorne can’t think of a better time of year to come back for good
and open the health clinic she’s been planning for the last six years. Her connection to
the town and its veins of magic have snapped back into place, flooding her with a power
eager to jump to her call. She has a sense of rightness. This witch is exactly where
she’s supposed to be. So it’s not much of a surprise that he comes back into her path
just like he was meant to… Damon Dooley has spent the last few years learning how to run
the pack at his older brother’s right hand. There’s been upheaval. Outrage. Violence. Old
rules have created a silence so crushing it’s collapsed the fabric of not just the wolf
shifters, but the town as a whole. And yet, Ruby has returned. Man and wolf agree she
needs to be in their life regularly, and before long, things move from serious to
something magically deeper. Bound to one another heart and soul, both committed to what’s
best for Diablo Lake, Ruby backs Damon as he pushes for much-needed change. But when
something falls into Ruby’s lap and she learns the whole, terrible truth, secrets need to
be spilled. How—and by whom—becomes the only question. Diablo Lake Book 1: Diablo Lake:
Moonstruck Book 2: Diablo Lake: Protected Book 3: Diablo Lake: Awakened
The National Bibliography of Nigeria
For SSCE/WASSCE.
Faceless
SECURING TOMORROW TODAY: A Path Towards Quality Education
For Self-study and Classroom Use
Palm of the Rainforest
WAEC in Review is a practical intervention strategy in transforming the weakening educational system of
Liberia where academic excellence is unceasingly diminishing. LIPACE Pilot Study Guide is not only a
landmark achievement in the educational history of Liberia but a remarkable strive towards the proper
preparation of Liberian students for future diets of the WAEC exam. As a member of the National
Committee of the West African Examinations Council and a Stakeholder in the Liberian Education System,
I wish to recommend the use of this study guide to adequately prepare each and every Liberian student
for future examinations thereby setting the stage for an easy transition to the emerging West African
Senior Secondary Examinations (WASSCE). I am explicitly confident that you will definitely find your
journey through this guide very rewarding as you prepare to sit the next WAEC Exam.—David S. Massaquoi,
Sr., director of Education, The Salvation Army–Liberia Command Education Secretariat Our students sit
the exam in constant fear of proctors and supervisors. They know nothing about the exam and its
structure and this fear lead to them failing massively. We need to build the confidence level of our
students and help them to study hard and understand the roles of proctors and supervisors to stop the
intimidation during the exam. Thanks to LIPACE and the “Turning the Tide” project, we have helped our
students achieved an amazing achievement for the first time in the history of Gbarpolu County where all
senior students successfully passed the exam.—Lartey Bemah, principal of Bopolu Public School
(2012-2013), Gbarpolu County, Liberia
The book is a listening and speaking textbook for non-native learners and speakers of the English
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language, especially those within the West Africa Examinations Council catchment areas. It comprises of
11 chapters, each of which discusses an aspect spoken English beginning with the speech sounds. At the
end of each chapter, there is a trial exercise for users to practice. The book comes with 165 audio
files to support the listening and speaking activities from the first to the last chapters.
From legendary playwright August Wilson comes the powerful, stunning dramatic bestseller that won him
critical acclaim, including the Tony Award for Best Play and the Pulitzer Prize. Troy Maxson is a
strong man, a hard man. He has had to be to survive. Troy Maxson has gone through life in an America
where to be proud and black is to face pressures that could crush a man, body and soul. But the 1950s
are yielding to the new spirit of liberation in the 1960s, a spirit that is changing the world Troy
Maxson has learned to deal with the only way he can, a spirit that is making him a stranger, angry and
afraid, in a world he never knew and to a wife and son he understands less and less. This is a modern
classic, a book that deals with the impossibly difficult themes of race in America, set during the
Civil Rights Movement of the 1950s and 60s. Now an Academy Award-winning film directed by and starring
Denzel Washington, along with Academy Award and Golden Globe winner Viola Davis.
Issue 1,49656 February 6 2006
WAEC in Review
Over 60,000 Questions and Answers from 1978 to 2020 UTME to Help You Score 290+
Countdown to Senior Secondary Certificate Examination, Government
Doubtful Minds, Arise!!
The Roles of Technology and Globalization in Educational Transformation

This book, Questions & Answers for Senior Secondary School Certificate Examination PassTrack
Series, contains over 500 business management questions administered by the WAEC. It is
structured to follow past standard questions used to test the Senior Secondary School students.
Some of the questions are actual past examination questions whilst others are standard mock
questions that can be examined at this basic level of business management education. The
questions cover all key topics of business management outlined in the WASSCE syllabus. The book
is written with students in mind to reinforce the key concepts of business management. A word
of caution! Students are not expected to study only the Questions &Answers and expect to get
excellent results. It is hoped that students will use this Q&A book alongside with Volumes I,
II and III of the Business Management for SSSCE PassTrack Series for excellent results.
Street life in the slums of Accra is realistically portrayed in this socially-commited, subtle
novel about four educated women who are inspired by the plight of a 14-year old girl, Fofo. As
the main characters convert their library center into a practical street initiative, the novel
invokes the squalor, health risks, and vicious cycles of poverty and violence that drive
children to the streets and women to prostitution; and, from which, ultimately, no one in the
society is free.
This engaging open access book discusses how a values and valuing perspective can facilitate a
more effective mathematics pedagogical experience, and allows readers to explore multiple
applications of the values perspective across different education systems. It also clearly
shows that teaching mathematics involves not only reasoning and feelings, but also students’
interactions with their cultural setting and each other. The book brings together the work of
world leaders and new thinkers in mathematics educational research to improve the learning and
teaching of mathematics. Addressing themes such as discovering hidden cultural values, a
multicultural society and methodological issues in the investigation of values in mathematics,
it stimulates readers to consider these topics in cross-cultural ways, and offers suggestions
for research and classroom practice. It is a valuable resource for scholars of mathematics
education, from early childhood through to higher education and an inspiring read for all
mathematics teachers.
Unexpected Joy at Dawn
The African Guardian
Business Management Practice Test Workbook for Senior Secondary School Certifica
A Midsummer-night's Dream
Host Bibliographic Record for Boundwith Item Barcode 30112033788453 and Others
Daily Language Review
Are you are determined to score up to 290 and above and pass the Post JAM University of choice exams with ease, you simply have to order
this book with Past POST JAMB Q&A; and download Otakada Academy My School FREE JAMB, WAEC, NECO Past Q&A Mobile App or
Software 2020 UTME ready, lifetime updates and we will send you the lifetime code after purchase by sending email to academy@otakada.org
with proof of payment and you can start your preparations immediately. The exam practice section works totally offline, so you do not require
internet to be the best.What are the specifics included in the Otakada Academy My School Mobile APP and Desktop Software?You will gain
access instantly on your device or desktop Over 60,000 Questions and Answers from 1978 to 2019 with latest updates and beyond All In One
Place at Otakada Academy My School Guide and Lifetime Software or Mobile AppYou can opt for Laptop or desktop software or Mobile App
after purchase. If you do require both codes or more codes for additional systems, you will need to make additional purchase for the codes by
emailing us at academy@otakada.org and specifying either mobile or desktop app on request and will come back to you within 72 hours'
workday.POST UTME Contains the following questions and answer Subject - English, Mathematics, Current Affairs, Biology, Chemistry,
Commerce, Economics, Religious Studies (CRK & IRK), Geology, Government, History, Literature, Physics and YorubaUp to-date, school
specific questions for POST UTME are available in the software and are updated regularly.Here's what's new in this 2020 Version of the
Software;- 2020 UTME Ready, when 2019 CBT Questions are released.- 2018 CBT Questions included. Simply update questions.- Easily get
latest news updates from all schools for free.- Activate Once, Use it for Life of your computer or laptop - Very Cheap!- Access over 60,000 past
questions and their solutions for JAMB, Post-UTME, WAEC, NECO and NABTEB exams, in an organized manner.- Access all past questions
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and their solutions without any Internet Connection, even in remote and rural areas.- Study Past Question Year by Year - All years includedContains Official JAMB Calculator- Carry all past question & answer booklets for all subjects in your computer system.- Adequately prepares
you for Post-UTME, whether Paper or CBT.- Practice Exact Post-UTME CBT Environment using custom settings.- Enables you search for a
particular question keyword in any subject and get the answer and explanations. Like a "google" for past questions.- Gives you an idea of what
JAMB CBT environment feels like.- Prepares you for JAMB CBT and also Post-UTME exams in your school of choice.- View with the Latest
JAMB Brochure to check course requirements for free- View with the Latest JAMB Syllabus for reading requirements for free- Avoid expensive
admission sorting by encouraging learning.With this Otakada Academy My School JAMB CBT Software or Mobile App and constant practise,
you are sure of scoring 290+ in your JAMB CBT Exams.
Fifteen years ago, Mama said, starting her story, I came to Lagos from Ghana. I came to Nigeria because I was considered an alien in that
country. The government of Ghana passed a law asking all aliens without resident permits to regularise their stay in the country'. This story of
migration, identities and lives undermined by cynical and xenophobic politics pushed to its logical and terrible conclusion pertains to the
Ghanaian orders of `alien compliance' issued in 1970-1971, which determined to force all non-ethnic Ghanaians, so called illegal immigrants, to
return to their - so stipulated - `home'. The novel thus touches on concerns of deeper relevance to the politics of race and migration of the
twenty first century.
Almost everything in the country points to the need for a reorientation towards education as the status quo portends a serious disaster. There
are many dimensions to this challenge, but this book tackles the student aspect since it can singularly turn the whole situation around if well
addressed. It, therefore, offers a call to duty by providing a guide to the path of quality scholarship. It aims at providing an exposure to the
fundamentals of quality education that will prepare students for a transformative and a life-long learning culture to lay a solid base for both
individual and national development
FastTrack Your Examination Success! - No Where to Go But Up! - Excellent Results with JAMB, WAEC, NECO Examinations
For WASSCE/SSCE
The Royal Narrative
Things Fall Apart
Diablo Lake: Awakened
Scanning and Scoping the Territory

The emergence of the internet and developments in educational software have changed the way
teachers teach and the way students learn. There has been a substantial increase in the quantity,
quality, and diversity of educational material available over the internet or through the use of satellite
video and audio linkups. These technologies have allowed new learning methods and techniques to
reach a greater geographic region and have contributed to the global transformation of education. The
Roles of Technology and Globalization in Educational Transformation is an essential academic book that
provides comprehensive research on issues concerning the roles of technology and globalization in
educational transformation and the challenges of teaching and learning in various cultural settings and
how they were resolved. It will support educational organizations that wish to find, create, or adapt
technology for use in their institution. Featuring a broad range of topics such as public administration,
educational technology, and higher education, this book is essential for teachers, deans, principals,
school administrators, IT specialists, curriculum developers, instructional designers, higher education
staff, academicians, policymakers, researchers, and students.
Inclusive Guide Provides Practical Applications for Workplace Education Theory from Diverse
Perspectives The Wiley Handbook of Global Workplace Learning explores the field of workplace
education using contributions from both experts and emerging scholars in industry and academia.
Unlike many previously published titles on the subject, the Handbook focuses on offering readers a truly
global overview of workplace learning at a price point that makes it accessible for independent
researchers and Human Resources professionals. Designed to strike a balance between theory and
practice, the Handbook provides a wealth of information on foundational topics, theoretical frameworks,
current and emerging trends, technological updates, implementation strategies, and research
methodologies. Chapters covering recent research illustrate the importance of workplace learning topics
ranging from meditation to change management, while others give pragmatic and replicable
applications for the design, promotion, and implementation of impactful learning opportunities for
employees at any company, regardless of industry. A sampling of topics addressed includes: “Using an
Experiential Learning Model to Design an Assessment Framework for Workplace Learning” “Measuring
Innovative Thinking and Acting Skills as Workplace-Related Professional Competence” Multiple chapters
specifically addressing international business, such as “Competency in Globalization and Intercultural
Communication”, “Global Strategic Planning” and “Global Talent Management” Research and
recommendations on bridging generational and cultural divides as well as addressing employee learning
disabilities With its impressive breadth of coverage and focus on real-world problem solving, this volume
serves as a comprehensive tool for examining and improving practices in global workplace learning. It
will prove to be a valuable resource for students and recent graduates entering the workforce and for
those working in Human Resources and related fields.
Like an African Slumdog Millionaire, this rags-to-riches story by an award-winning Ghanaian author has
page-turning appeal with luminous literary resonance. Writing with effortlessly engaging prose, Wolo
showcases the interweaving layers of Ghanaian culture to create a prismatic, multifaceted world in
which two young girls, against all odds, are able to find each other. When Faiza, a Muslim migrant girl
from northern Ghana, and Abena, a wealthy doctor’s daughter from the south, meet by chance in Accra’s
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largest market, where Faiza works as a porter or kaya girl, they strike up an unlikely and powerful
friendship that transcends their social inequities and opens up new worlds to them both. Set against a
backdrop of class disparity in Ghana, The Kaya Girl has shades of The Kite Runner in its unlikely
friendship, and of Slumdog Millionaire as Faiza’s life takes unlikely turns that propel her thrillingly
forward. As, over the course of the novel, Abena awakens to the world outside her sheltered, privileged
life, the novel explores a multitude of awakenings, and the opportunities that lie beyond the breaking
down of barriers. This is a gorgeously transporting work, offering vivid insight into two strikingly diverse
young lives in Ghana.
I Know Who I Am & New Home, New Identity
Nigerian Books in Print
Your Past SSSCE Social Studies Questions Answered (1993-date)
Your Past WASSCE Social Studies Questions Answered (1993-date)
Values and Valuing in Mathematics Education
Best Guide to Oral English
"A quarterly journal of the Council for the Development of Economic and Social Research in Africa. Revue trimestrielle du conseil pour le developpement
de la recherche economique et sociale en Afrique." Subtitle varies slightly.
This book is deeply rooted in the African cultural realism in which the concept of Mawu or God existed before the arrival of the missionaries from Europe.
Krobo culture has always accepted and expressed the presence of the Supreme Creator in all (without exception) aspects of social, occupational, emotional
engagements of life. Throughout the book, there are illustrations depicting the essence of God in Krobo traditional religion before the arrival of Christian
missionaries from Europe. The only new concept my ancestors acquired from the missionaries was the story of the life and teaching of Christ and the
doctrine as the Savior and Mawu (second person in the Trinity) at the same time. Krobo culture eloquently and sincerely found expression in names like
Mawulede (God’s wish); Mawulepee (God did it); Mawu le ha nor (it is God who provides); and in sentences expressing hope, as in Mawu nge (God lives),
Mawumaalewor (God would care for us), and others all of which existed before the story of the cross. The book is the manifestation of what is happening
today with the gospel and tradition on the continent with the self-acclaimed preachers of the gospel and how they have misrepresented the whole doctrine of
Christianity to acquire wealth rather than preaching salvation to the people of Africa. These “preachers” I refer to as false prophets and mostly blasphemers
who have taken undue advantage of the ignorance of the people of Africa wisely because religion is part and parcel of life in the African society. This book
goes at length to delineate Christian influence on the cultural values in Africa using the Krobo experience and to display cultural traits and interaction with
the missionaries. It will also go into Christian tradition and the African tradition, which apparently would lead us into the training of the clergy and show
why Christianity is being represented deceptively by “false prophets” in Africa and sometimes at the expense of our tradition. There will be a discussion on
Krobo culture and the gospel as well as cultural norms that affect Christians the most. A full discussion depicts the world of blasphemy which preachers and
people call it Christianity but which I term “victims of Christianity.” It is very important to admire our traditional saints and show the similarities with the
religious saints. And who are the traditional saints anyhow? In the end, I conclude with a discussion on poverty, spelling out the tradition that must be
reformed to diminish poverty which is portrayed in the book as the enemy of culture and development. This book is relevant for contemporary religious and
cultural appreciation, what it is to be Christian and African no less than the proper training of the clergy that befits the African society before they are
“shipped” to Africa or any other developing country with different cultural orientation for adaptation.
No Sweetness Here
History Objective Tests with Solved Questions on WASSCE & Nov., - Dec. Exam for Senior High Schools
The Kaya Girl
The Wiley Handbook of Global Workplace Learning
Nigerian Books in Print 1996
Grade 7, Student Book 5-Pack
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